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Mike says: The series is famous for its difficulty, and that challenge does draw in an audience.. Whether you're lighting signal
fires to fend off a siege or killing Belial's scores of reptilian soldiers, cutting a swath through an army of cursed beings is exactly
what this story is about.. Than many of its RPG counterparts Action RPGs, as they are known, don't tend to tell the most
profound stories, as players are typically eager to just start clicking repeatedly to wipe out screens full of enemies.. Still
maintained its difficulty, but some minor, precise changes in the game made it more accessible.. Are there any other quality
RPGs we missed that can be played directly on Mac? Which modern RPGs do you consider to be your favorites? Share with us
down in the comments below! Image Credit: AntonKarlik via Shutterstock.. com Explore more about: Mac Game, Role-Playing
Games Requires players to invest a huge chunk of time into just learning how to play, either through experience or researching
online.. Diablo 3 Developed and published by Blizzard Entertainment Released on May 15, 2012.. What amazes me about these
games is that the difficulty goes beyond the combat The gameplay mechanics are largely unexplained, the importance of the
stats and how they affect combat are learned by trial and error, and even the story does not make itself readily accessible to
players.

Adding a rare item to re-spec your character also takes off the pressure a bit when playing without a character build planned
out.. I quite enjoyed the story, though, and eagerly watched every cutscene Despite a fairly light, linear story, the gameplay lent
itself well to the basic notions of the tale; hordes of demons are attacking, slaughter them all with extreme prejudice.. During
your journey, you'll rescue a fallen angel, battle covens of witches, and, eventually, defeat Diablo himself.. You play a
Nephalem, a powerful champion for the human cause, as you battle Hell's greatest minions to keep Diablo and his henchmen's
forces from taking hold.. And while players were given more opportunities to recover that max health, these increases were
incremental.. The penalty for death, for instance, changed to a system that would reduce a player's max health with each death,
down to 50% (compared to Demon's Souls putting you at 50% immediately).. The cost of those changes would result in more
challenges down the road, however.. Available for PS3, PS4, XB360, Xbox One, PC, and OS X Josh says:, just in time for
another attempt by the Lord of Terror, Diablo, to add Heaven and Earth to the list of his domains.
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